
RING WIRE FINISHING

Electric Closing Machine with Integrated
Hanging Device for Ring Wire

SEMI-PROFESSIONAL LINE
A fast loading electric closing machine for use in
offi ces, copy shops and in-house printing plants.

The ECL 360 is an electric closing machine for ring wire
binding and RENZ RING WIRE®. It is one of the fastest

desktop loading machines with a binding speed of approximately
400 closings per hour. Includes an integrated

hanging device for fast, comfortable working and precise
alignment. Make quick and easy wire diameter changes

with the side-mounted manual knob. An added safety
circuit prevents fi nger injuries and provides maximum

operator protection. The ECL 360 measures 21” x 20” x 9”
and closes wire diameters ranging from 3/16” to 1-1/2”.

RENZ RING WIRE® Semi-Automatic
Mobile Wire Comb Binding Machine
PROFESSIONAL LINE
For book, skip and calendar binding.
The MOBI 500 is equipped to close 13 wire diameters in 3:1 and 2:1 pitches 
from 3/16” to 1-1/4” diameters. With an operator friendly touch screen control, 
rapid format changes are simple and easy to set. Features automatic paper 
format and binding station adjustment, and lifting device for quick operator-
friendly spool change. The Mobi 500 comes with a height adjustable shingle 
conveyor. Changeovers are quick and easy and average 5-10 minutes. Practical 
binding output of 700-800 units per hour includes a footswitch that activates the 
transport to the binding station. An automatic feed calendar hanger dispenser 
(KA 300) or roll dispenser (KA300R) can also be added. The MOBI 500 is 
mounted on wheels for easy relocation.

ECL 360

MOBI 500

AB 500 RENZ RING WIRE® Semi-Automatic Wire
Comb Binding Machine

PROFESSIONAL LINE
Higher performance book, skip and

calendar binding.
The AB 500 (Autobind 500) is a higher performance machine with practical 

binding speeds of 1300 books per hour or 1000 calendars per hour and has a 
binding width of 20”. Individually-sized closing bars and a unique binding

mechanism make it easy to change wire diameters from 3/16” to 1-1/4” 
diameters in 3:1 and 2:1 pitches. Short set up time, touch screen control panel 

with error diagnostics, automatic horizontal paper feed and automatic closing
create effi ciency and optimum production rates. The AB 500 is also available 

as a high speed machine with an integral take-away belt
and shingle conveyor (AB 500 HS).

ECL 360, MOBI 500 and AB 500 machines 
are made in Germany, and are engineered 
of quality heavy
gauge metals.


